Recent advances in depth-sensing have significantly increased accuracy, resolution, and frame rate, as shown in the 1920x1200 resolution and 13 frames per second Zivid RGBD camera. In this study, we explore the potential of depth sensing for efficient and reliable automation of surgical subtasks. We consider a monochrome (all red) version of the peg transfer task from the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery training suite implemented with the da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK). We use calibration techniques that allow the imprecise, cable-driven da Vinci to reduce error from 4-5 mm to 1-2 mm in the task space. We report experimental results for a handover-free version of the peg transfer task, performing 20 and 5 physical episodes with single-and bilateral-arm setups, respectively. Results over 236 and 49 total block transfer attempts for the single-and bilateral-arm peg transfer cases suggest that reliability can be attained with 86.9 % and 78.0 % for each individual block, with respective block transfer speeds of 10.02 and 5.72 seconds. Supplementary material is available at https://sites.google.com/view/peg-transfer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic Surgical Assistants (RSAs) such as Intuitive Surgical's da Vinci [20] are regularly used in hospitals and surgical procedures through teleoperation. The introduction of RSAs gave surgeons greater ability to perform complex tasks through improved dexterity and visualization. This increased the number of surgeons able to offer minimally invasive surgery to patients, reducing their post operative pain and length of stay in the hospital compared to open surgery [8] , [10] . RSAs also provide a platform for the automation of some surgical tasks, which have potential to aid surgeons by reducing fatigue or tedium [59] .
We consider the well-known peg transfer task from the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) [11] and how it could be automated at a speed and reliability level on par with a professional surgeon. This is an extremely high bar, as human surgeons perform this task with great dexterity [13] . In addition, commands to cable-driven RSAs yield errors in motion due to backlash, cable tension, and hysteresis [37] , [31] , [15] , [27] , [21] .
In this task, the surgeon transfers six hollow triangular blocks from pegs on one half of a board to the pegs on the other half (see Fig. 1 inset). To the best of our knowledge, the only prior work that focuses on automating a version of the Fig. 1 : Automated peg-transfer task setup. The da Vinci surgical robot utilizes either one or both of its arms to transfer blocks between pegs. The workspace (zoomed-in inset to the bottom right) consists of six hollow triangular blocks on a peg board for a procedure in progress. The task starts with all six blocks on the left side of the board. One must transfer the blocks to the right side of the board, and then bring them back to the left side. The blocks, pegs, and peg board are monochrome (painted red) to simulate a surgical setting. We use an overhead Zivid RGBD camera. peg transfer task is by Rosen and Ma [45] , who used a single Raven II [16] arm to perform handover-free peg transfer with three blocks. The present paper revisits this pioneering work and applies depth sensing to a monochrome variant of the peg transfer task using six blocks and the da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) [3] , [20] .
To sense the blocks and pegs, we use a Zivid One Plus RGB+depth (RGBD) camera which can provide 1920x1200 pixel images at 13 frames per second with depth resolution 0.5 mm. RGBD technology is advancing 1 and is widely used in industrial automation. Additionally, the size of RGBD sensors is not a severe restriction in open surgical environments, and robots such as the Taurus from SRI International are being developed for this purpose [26] . While depth sensing is invaluable for robotics applications such as datadriven grasping [28] , we are unaware of prior applications in RSAs, as depth sensing is not yet available for minimallyinvasive surgery but should be considered for open-body telesurgical systems operated remotely via intermittent supervi-sion, where limited autonomy may be necessary. This paper contributes: 1) the first application of depthsensing to an RSA, 2) a robust depth-sensing perception algorithm for peg transfer, and 3) results on 20 and 5 episodes of automated peg transfer with single and bilateral arms, respectively, suggesting reliability of 86.9 % and 78.0 %, with transfer speeds of 10.02 and 5.72 seconds per block. Code and videos are available at https://sites.google. com/view/peg-transfer.
II. RELATED WORK
Although surgical robotics has a long history, summarized in surveys [32] , [4] , [19] , no procedures are fully autonomous due to uncertainty in perception and control.
A. Autonomous Robot Surgery
In non-clinical research settings, several groups have explored autonomous robot surgery [59] . Key tasks of interest, some of which are part of the FLS curriculum, include pattern cutting [34] , [56] , [38] , suturing [51] , [40] , [46] , [48] , [55] , debridement for rigid and soft objects in static [21] , [27] , [50] and dynamic [17] , [39] cases, needle extraction and insertion [53] , [60] , [12] , knot-tying [57] , [18] , [9] , and tumor localization [30] , [14] , [29] .
Automation in robot surgery has catalyzed the development of novel techniques in trajectory optimization and planning [35] , compliance manipulation [2] , 3D reconstructions of deformable objects [25] , simulators or demonstrator data for imitation learning [49] , reinforcement learning [56] , [52] , [41] , or task segmentation [33] , [23] , [26] , [42] .
One challenge with autonomous minimally invasive surgery is that commercial robot systems, such as the Raven II [16] and the da Vinci [20] , are cable-driven and thus can have inaccurate motion and actuation [37] , [31] , [15] , [27] , [21] , [50] due to their susceptibility to cable stretch, backlash, hysteresis, and decalibration. We present a calibration procedure in Section IV which was able to reliably achieve accuracy within 1-2 mm of error in the workspace.
B. Peg Transfer Task
The peg transfer task is one of the five tasks in the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) [13] . The goal is to transfer six rubber triangular blocks from one half of a pegboard to the other, and then back. Transferring a single block requires grasping the block, lifting it off of a peg, handing it to the other arm, moving it over another peg, and then placing the block around the targeted peg. In this paper, we do not consider the handoff step because it requires large wrist motions -the gripper that picks up the block also places it on the target peg. Fried et al. [13] performed a study in which surgical residents performed the peg transfer task, which aims to assess and develop the surgeons' depth and visual-spatial perception. Task performance was measured based on completion time, with a score penalty whenever a block fell outside the surgeon's view. The study found that superior performance in peg transfer correlates with performance during real laparoscopic surgical settings, validating the rationale for having surgeons practice peg transfer. Prior work looks into improving human performance of the peg-transfer task. Abiri et al. [1] focus on providing better haptic feedback to compensate for the loss of force feedback when teleoperating surgical robots, and test on the peg transfer task. Brown et al. [7] provide ways to automatically evaluate a surgeon's skill at the peg transfer task by using data from contact forces and robot arm accelerations. Rivas-Blanco et al. [44] apply learning from demonstrations to autonomously control camera motion during teleoperated peg transfer. Other work [36] provides additional teleoperated peg transfer benchmarks or proposes novel methods to identify stages of the peg transfer task, called surgemes, across robot platforms [26] , [42] . None of these prior works focus on automating peg transfer.
Rosen and Ma [45] attempted to automate a variant of the peg transfer task using a Raven II [16] . They used one robot arm and three blocks per episode, and transferred in one direction. They compared performance with a human using Omni VR masters to control the arms, with each doing 20 episodes, for 60 total block transfer attempts. Results showed that the autonomous robot was able to achieve nearly the same block transfer success rate (56/60) as the human (60/60), and was twice as fast (25 ± 0.0 vs 49 ± 5.7 seconds for each episode). We use the da Vinci with depth sensing, and transfer six blocks in both directions.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The setup for the peg transfer task is shown in Fig. 1 . The task uses six triangular rubber blocks shown in Fig. 2 . Each block is roughly 15 mm in height and has triangular edges of length 18 mm and a hollow center spanning 5-10 mm. Fig. 2 demonstrates that these are approximations, as the block edges are not at uniform heights. We define one episode of the task to be the full procedure where the surgical robot attempts to move the six blocks from the left to the right, and then moves all of them back. We test two variants: one with a single dVRK arm moving the blocks, and a bilateral one with both arms moving blocks simultaneously.
The visual cues in a surgical environment are rarely distinct and surgical decision making relies heavily on perception of minor differences in color, depth and texture. For this reason we paint the board, pegs, and blocks red to mimic real surgical settings in which tissue may be a more uniform red hue, so color may not provide a sufficient signal to automate sensing the state of the environment. 
A. Failure Modes
To better understand the performance of either the surgical robot or a human operator at the peg transfer task, we consider a set of failure modes. For consistency, we use and expand on failure definitions from prior work [45] . We calculate failures based on each individual attempt at moving a block within an episode. The failure cases are: 1) Pick failure: an error in grasping the block from its starting peg, so that the block is not lifted free from the peg. As described in Section VI-A, after this type of failure, we allow the robot one more attempt at transferring the block. 2) Place failure: when a block is not fully inserted onto its target peg and does not make contact with the bottom of the workspace. We sub-divide placing failures into two categories: place-stuck failures for when placing results in blocks stuck on top of a peg or another block, and place-fall failures for when placing results in blocks that fall on the surface. Fig. 3 shows an example grasping failure, and Figs. 4 and 5 show examples of the two placing failures, all from the automated dVRK system we use for experiments. We sub-divide placing failures because place-stuck and placefall failures have different effects in practice. Typically it is easier to recover from place-stuck failures because the blocks still lie on top of their target peg and a gentle nudge can usually slide the block into place. In contrast, a place-fall failure requires an entirely new grasp to pick a fallen block.
IV. ROBOT CALIBRATION
The calibration technique we use is based on the procedure from Seita et al. [49] . We calibrate the positions by using a checkerboard located at a plane that roughly mirrors the height of the blocks when they are inserted into pegs. We servo each end effector with the gripper facing down to each corner of the checkerboard and record positions. During deployment, when given an image, we map the image pixels to a 2D coordinate on the checkerboard. For a given coordinate frame, we perform bilinear interpolation to estimate the robot position from the four surrounding known points. Fig. 6 provides an overview.
We observe that the roll angle of the end effector's pose affects the positioning of the robot (see Fig. 6 ), so we follow the method from Seita et al. [50] and discretize the roll. We choose two discretizations of the roll value, 0 • and 90 • , as these are approximately close to the roll values the robot would use in practice. We conduct the calibration procedure outlined above independently for each arm at each angle, giving us two calibration tables for each arm. Thus, for a given arm and roll angle, we interpolate between these tables to generate a new table, which can then be used to conduct the bilinear interpolation method described above for any point on the board. After calibration, both arms of the robot reached positions on the checkerboard's plane with 1-2 mm of error for the two roll values tested.
V. DEPTH-SENSING ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 Depth Sensing
Require: Depth Image I, number of blocks n, block masks {M φi } k i=1 , depth target d, depth tolerance 1: I thresh = clip(I, d − , d + ) > 0 // threshold depth 2: // Get activation maps to find objects matching the masks 3:
θ j ← orientation φ i of map with highest activation 6: p j ← arg max p A θj (p)
7:
Zero out all activations in area of size of M θj at p j 8: end for 9: Return {(p j , θ j )} n j=1
As shown in Fig. 7 and Algorithm 1, the block-detection algorithm uses a depth image from the overhead RGBD camera and thresholds it to only include the top surfaces of n blocks by using a target depth value d and a tolerance parameter . In this work, n = 6 but the algorithm can scale to larger values of n as long as all blocks are reachable. The Fig. 6 : Calibration. Left: when calibrating the dVRK, we use a checkerboard with each edge 16 mm long, and move the robot's endeffector towards the corners, which are at a known height offset of the peg tips. The right arm moves to all corners included in the overlaid blue grid above, while the arm to the left would be calibrated independently and go to all points in the overlaid green grid. At a given position, however, rotating the robot's arm will result in the tip being at a different location. For example, the second image shows the tip at a checkerboard corner, and the third image shows the result when rotating the roll angle by 90 • , which means the actual tip is at a spot 2-4 mm away. For this reason, we discretize the roll angle and calibrate once per roll angle discretization. 
Algorithm 2 Grasp Planner
Require: Block pose (p block , θ), Arm A ∈ {left, right}, Peg location p peg 1: (s 1 , s 2 ) ← closest two (out of three) sides to A 2: G ← 2 grasp candidates along s 1 and s 2 3: Return arg max g∈G g − p peg 2 algorithm then cross-correlates the thresholded image with pre-computed masks {M φi } k i=1 of the block rotated in 30 different orientations in the plane of the image. The algorithm then proceeds iteratively to find the blocks. The best match at iteration j is saved as a pixel coordinate p j = (u j , v j ) and orientation θ j . The procedure zeroes out the region of the thresholded image occupied by the best match's mask then proceeds to the next iteration to find the next best match. We find the peg locations in a similar way. By computing cross-correlations with masks of the target objects (blocks, pegs), we are searching the image for objects that match the geometry of the target. Algorithm 1 is implemented using SciPy [5] signal processing code.
After detecting the blocks, we compute grasps (Algorithm 2) by first sub-dividing each block edge into two potential grasp points, for a total of six potential grasp points per block. We select the two sides that are closest to the end effector's current position; this is to prevent having the robot reach "behind" a peg. Of the grasp points on those edges, we select the grasp point furthest from the peg to get the most clearance for an open gripper and thus decreases the chances of collisions with pegs. Fig. 7 shows an example setup of RGB and depth images and the corresponding proposed pick and place points circled in white, for the single-arm case.
VI. TRAJECTORY MOTION FOR GRASPING
After the block detection and grasp analysis, the system moves blocks from one set of pegs to another in a predefined order, iterating through motions from block grasp points to placement points until all blocks are moved.
For a given grasp point, the system commands the gripper to go slightly above the grasp point with a closed gripper. Then, the system opens the gripper, lowers it, closes the gripper, and raises it (ideally with the block). The system with an open gripper can risk colliding with the top of the peg (circled above) and damage the hardware. To avoid this, as shown in the sequence in the last three images, the gripper is kept closed until the tip surpasses the height of the peg (dashed line) and then it opens, allowing for safer grasping of a block. then moves the block over its placement point and opens the gripper, dropping the block on to a peg. This full motion sequence is executed in an open loop without feedback or visual servoing, and thus depends on accurate calibration.
Extending to the bilateral-arm case, we select an ordering of the pegs/blocks for both arms such that they do not collide with each other during the trajectory; the left and right arms go to two neighboring pegs, such that each arm grasps the block closest to it. By simultaneously commanding both arms motions, the robot never makes motions that cross over each other, thus avoiding arm-to-arm collisions.
The gripper remains closed during most motions, reducing the chances that motion, block detection, or calibration errors will result in the gripper colliding with a block or peg. Initial peg transfer trials showed a danger in that an open gripper could hit the top of a peg, and the resulting force applied from the dVRK's arm to its gripper could damage a cable (Fig. 8) . The safety measure of keeping the gripper closed was sufficient to avoid gripper-on-peg collisions.
All motions in the peg transfer system require adding a bit of extra clearance to add a safety margin to overcome a limitation we encountered when commanding the robot's motions in terms of the gripper pose. The robot internal control software translates poses into joint angles through the calculation of the inverse kinematics. We have observed that, while this software achieves poses accurately, pose-to-pose motions are linear interpolations in joint angles, and not in the gripper's pose. Due to the non-linear translation between pose and joint angles, this linear-in-joint-space interpolation results in non-linear motions of the end effector. By adding extra clearance to every pose, we add a safety margin and reduce failures. However, this may result in motions that are less efficient than possible were we to instead command the robot using more advanced motion planning and trajectory optimization techniques, as we plan to do in future work.
A. Error Recovery Stage
When a pick failure occurs, the block often still remains in its original peg. After the first set of block transfer attempts, we perform a scan through the six known starting block positions, and detect if any still remain, and allow the dVRK a second attempt to grasp each block if needed. (In principle, this process could repeat ad infinitum, but we found that the robot would often make similar errors in subsequent actions, so we limit to two attempts.) bilateral arm cases, with 20 and 5 episodes, respectively. We report the success rate over the number of total block transfer attempts (236 and 59, respectively), along with the average time for each of those attempts. In addition, we report the fraction of the three failure modes on each block transfer attempt. 
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We initialize a peg transfer task episode by randomly dropping six blocks on the six pegs on the left side of the peg board, producing variation in the pose of each block. We evaluate failures as described in Section III-A, abbreviating failure modes as Pick (pick failures), Stuck (place-stuck failures) and Fall (place-fall failures).
A. Single-Arm Results
We perform 20 episodes of the single arm case with the dVRK, and report results in Table I . Across all 20 episodes, the robot performed 236 total attempts at moving a block from one half of the board to another, each of which took 10.02 seconds on average. A "perfect" episode with no failures involves 12 total attempts (6 per direction). The number of attempts in a given episode may be higher or lower depending on if repeated grasp attempts are needed or if placing failures occur during the first set of six block transfer attempts. For those 236 block attempts, we recorded 31 failure cases, of which 3 were pick failures, 17 were placestuck failures, and 11 were place-fall failures. The success rate for a single block attempt is thus 205/236 = 86.9 %. For 4 of the 20 episodes, the dVRK executed the entire task without failures. Each full episode lasted 118.2 ± 9.4 seconds, which is nearly twice as long compared to the human operator (Section VII-C), and is in part due to the safety checks that are built into the motion planning. The project website contains videos of full episodes.
B. Bilateral Results
We also study a bilateral case, where the second arm is the same instrument type as the arm used in the single experiment, and run for five episodes. As the two arms can both move their blocks simultaneously, the average length of each full episode is shorter, and was timed at 67.6 ± 7.3 seconds. The bilateral case raises the possibility of having a failure case with collisions among the arms, but we did not experience any due to carefully chosen block orderings as described in Section VI. Over 5 episodes, the success rate of block transfer attempts was 46/59 = 78.0 % (Table I) . We ran these episodes after the single-arm case, and there may have been extra wear and tear. Furthermore, the bilateral results require slight adjustments of the placing angle for each block to avoid arms and blocks colliding with each other, which may increase the chances of placing errors. Across the 59 attempts, there were 2 pick, 4 place-stuck, and 7 place-fall failures.
C. Human Surgeon Teleop
Dr. Danyal Fer, a surgical resident, performed two episodes of the single-and double-arm peg transfer tasks following the same experiment protocol and setup as the automated system. Table II summarizes peg transfer results from Dr. Fer. In addition, Appendix I has results on Dr. Fer's corresponding episodes for the task with standard, off-theshelf FLS peg transfer materials that were not painted red, and thus were less sticky and allowed for more color cues.
Dr. Fer did not experience any place-fall failures in his episodes, but had one failure (place-stuck) in the single-arm case and four failures (one grasp, three place-stuck) in the bilateral case. Some of Dr. Fer's placing attempts resulted in the block hitting part of the target peg, but he recovered by raising the block and repeating the placing motion, thus avoiding failures. Dr. Fer completed the single-and bilateralarm trials in 61.0 ± 3.0 and 41.5 ± 4.9 seconds, which is significantly faster than the automated system.
D. Failure Cases
The vast majority of the dVRK's failures were placing failures (28 for single-arm, 11 for double-arm), such as those shown in Figs. 4 and 5) . Placing is challenging because, even if we command the robot to drop at a fixed target for each peg, the orientation of the gripped block varies at the time of release. Dr. Fer was able to more reliably avoid placing failures because he could react in real time in case his initial placing did not fully insert the block into a peg.
A place-stuck failure is not as severe as a fallen block, because a gentle nudge can slide the block in place. In the dVRK experiments, we observed that several placestuck cases were unintentionally "corrected" by a subsequent action, which either knocked the block into the peg or removed an underlying block that prevented full insertion. If we count those "corrected" blocks as successes, the dVRK's success rate for the single-and bilateral-arm setups would be 210/236 = 89.0 % and 49/59 = 83.1 %.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we explore the potential for depth sensing in automating the FLS peg transfer task. We demonstrate a proof of concept of the procedure and show how using a high-quality depth camera and calibration can allow a da Vinci surgical robot to autonomously perform the task with 86.9 % and 78.0 % success rates (single-and bilateral-arms, respectively). Results suggest depth-sensing can be effective for automated peg transfer but there remains a significant gap between automated and expert human performance.
In future work, we will address placing failures. We will use more sophisticated calibration [50] , motionplanning [24] , visual servoing [22] , and error recovery techniques using the depth-sensor and tactile feedback from joint motor currents to enhance error detection precision and speed. We will also explore the use of a surgical robot simulator to run reinforcement learning [6] , [43] , [54] to train closed-loop controllers for the task, and will additionally use ideas from deep reinforcement learning for placing and insertion tasks [58] , [47] . As an extra comparison, Table III reports results from Dr. Fer using the non-painted setup. This version allows for stronger color cues, avoids sticky red paint, and is closer to the standard FLS peg transfer task. Results indicate that Dr. Fer's performance in this case is superior to that of the painted setup, with success rates of 100.0 % and 95.9 % for the single and bilateral arm setups (versus 95.8 % and 83.3 % with red paint), along with faster block attempts of 4.61 s and 2.71 s (versus 5.08 s and 3.45 s with red paint). He completed episodes in 55.3 ± 4.5 and 33.0 ± 3.4 seconds, respectively.
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